A quasi-reversible queue can be associated with certain types of transition of a Markov chain.
1.
Introduction
Kelly [1, 2] has recently shown that for a large class of queuing networks in equilibrium, the state of the queue at any single node is independent of the state at other nodes, and hence the distribution of the state has the product form. Furthermore, the number of customers of a given type who leave the network form a given node form independent
Poisson processes whose history is independent of the present state of the network. Motivated by this result, Kelly proposed to call a single queue quasi-reversible if, in equilibrium, the customers departing from it have the above-mentioned properties. The particular networks which Kelly studied are obtained by interconnecting quasi-reversible queues.
In this paper we show that a network obtained by interconnecting queues, each of which is quasi-reversible when considered in isolation, is itself quasi-reversible; moreover, in equilibrium, the distribution of the state has the product form. We show this in the context of a fairly general model for Markov chains to which queues can be naturally associated. Such a model, together with a characterization of quasireversibility, was introduced earlier [3, 4] and is summarized in Section 2. In Section 3 we propose a way of connecting two such chains such that the interconnection is quasi-reversible when its components are.
In Section 4 we apply the result to queuing networks. In Section 5 we show how the product form obtained for the open networks of Section 4 also gives the same result for mixed networks.
A Markov Chain Model for Networks
The model presented below was introduced in [3, 4] where a detailed analysis of its properties may be found. Let X, I be countable sets. X is the state space, I indexes possible state transitions. For each i in I is given a subset E. of X, a mapping (or transition) T. : E. -*• X, and a Poisson process N = (N ), t _ 0, with intensity X _> 0. The processes N and the initial state X-are all independent.
Assume that 2^X l(x *= E ) is bounded. Let 5t(t) = l(Xt = x), £t(A) = l(Xt e A), x e X, A C X.
Thus (X ) has right-^continuous piecewise constant sample paths. It starts at X" and if Xt = x € E., and dN1 = N1 -N1 =1, then X_ » T, (x),
We denote this Markov chain by (X ) or M = {X,I,E.,N ,X }. Later it will be convenient to vary the intensities X = {X } and then we will discriminate among different chains by writing M(X).
Lemma 2.1 [3] . For J C I define the counting process Y = (Yt), t > 0 by Y0 = 0,
dYt • £ v<VdNJf
Suppose (X ) is in equilibrium, and let P(A) = Prob(Xt G A) be the sta- by definition of T., we get the "balance equations" that characterize P,
It may be worth signalling at this point that we will associate a queue to a chain M by identifying certain outputs of M with processes which count arriving and departing customers. We now construct a chain M = (X,I,E.,T.,N ,X } by coupling M and 2 u M in such a way that changes in the outputs of one of the M randomly trigger transitions in the other. This is made precise as follows. 
Assume that there exists probability measures P on Xu such that P is a stationary distribution for MU(pu), u = 1,2,
The proof of the next result is given in the Appendix.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that Mu(pU) is QR with respect to Yuk, k G KU.
is a stationary distribution for M. Furthermore M in QR with respect to Yk0, YW, ke K1, £e K2.
Remark. For i G j" c" is the probability that a change in Y induces We assume that the condition corresponding to (3.1) is satisfied i.e., for each u, the sets {i (k)} and {j"} are all disjoint.
Assume given nonnegative numbers (routing probabilities) r"^, r" , 1_< u, v£ n, k,£ in K such that r£" = 0, and for all u,k
We now define the interconnected chain M = (X,I,E.,T.,NX,XX) as In many cases the rates p given in (4.7) can be obtained without Thus, under the above-mentioned assumption (4.7) is replaced by the simpler (4.9), (4.11), which do not involve the PV.
Mixed Networks
Consider now an interconnection of chains as in the preceding section and suppose in addition that (4.7) is replaced by (4.9), (4.11).
Recall that these equations are used to solve for the {p }, the {X } being given exogenuously and corresponding, in the network interpretation, to prespecified external arrival rates and service rates. If (4.11) gives a unique solution to the {p }, the network is said to be open, otherwise uiu(k) uO it is called mixed. In particular, if X =0 and r =0, for all u,k the network is closed, and in this case (4.11) is homogeneous and the {p } are at best determined uniquely only up to a multiplicative constant.
Suppose now that the network is mixed. It is then possible, neglect ing some trivial cases (see [5] ), to partition the set of node-class pairs {1,.,.. ,n} x K into two disjoint sets 0 and C such that r, = 0, r = 0
(k) n if (u,k) e 0, (v,£) e C, and X u = 0, r" = 0, (u,k) G C. Then Let X be a subset of X and suppose that there is a unique stationary probability measure on X i.e., if Prob{X = x} = P(x), x G x, then Prob{Xt=x} = P(x), x G x, t _> 0.
We will show that P is just the restriction of P to X. To see this we first "open" the mixed network. Fix 0 < e < 1, and consider the compo nent chains MU(XU) where XU± = XU1 if i? {i (k)|k G K}, and
Now interconnect these chains using the routing probabilities r where r™ -r™, <v,£) G 0, (u,k) G 0 (5.5)
*Ik = (1~E)rIk ' (V,£) G Cj (u,k) G°(5,6)
We now apply Theorem 4.1 to obtain a stationary distribution for the interconnected chain M(e). We first solve for the rates {p }, and since this condition is implied by (A3) it follows that P (x )P (x )
is an equilibrium distribution as asserted. is a stationary distribution for M and M in QR with respect to the D , K.
